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Abstract
Purpose: The aim of this study was to compare a surgical with a Phoenix-derived definition of cure at 4 years after treatment by 125J
low-dose-rate brachytherapy (LDR-BT) in patients with low- and intermediate-risk prostate cancer.
Methods and Materials: A total of 427 evaluable men with low-risk (62.8%) and intermediate-risk (37.2%) prostate cancer were
treated with LDR-BT (160 Gy). Cure was defined at 4 years either as not having experienced a biochemical recurrence by the Phoenix
definition, or by a surgical definition, using a posttreatment prostate-specific antigen of ≤0.2 ng/mL. Biochemical recurrence−free
survival (BRFS), metastasis-free survival (MFS), and cancer-specific survival were calculated at 5 and 10 years using the Kaplan-Meier
method. Standard diagnostic test evaluations were used to compare both definitions with regard to later metastatic failure or cancer-
specific death.
Results: At 48 months, 427 patients were evaluable with a Phoenix-defined and 327 with a surgical-defined cure. At 5 and 10 years
BRFS was 97.4% and 89% and MFS was 99.5% and 96.3% in the Phoenix-defined cure cohort, and BRFS was 98.2% and 92.7% and
MFS was 100% and 99.4% in the surgical-defined cure cohort. Specificity for cure was 100% for both definitions. Sensitivity was 97.4%
for the Phoenix and 96.3% for the surgical definition. The positive predictive value was 100% for both, whereas the negative predictive
value was 29% for the Phoenix and 7.7% for the surgical definition. Accuracies of a correct prediction of cure were 94.8% and 96.3% for
the Phoenix and the surgical definition, respectively.
Conclusions: Both definitions are useful for a reliable assessment of cure after LDR-BT in patients with low-risk and intermediate-risk
prostate cancer. Cured patients might follow a less stringent follow-up schedule from 4 years onward, whereas patients not achieving
cure at 4 years should be monitored for an extended time.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Society for Radiation Oncology. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction
The optimal management of men with low- (LR) and
intermediate-risk (IR) prostate cancer (PCa) is controver-
sial, with a spectrum ranging from active surveillance1 to
r
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curative approaches such as external beam radiation ther-
apy (EBRT), low-dose-rate brachytherapy (LDR-BT),
high-dose-rate brachytherapy, or radical prostatectomy.1

Generally, time to failure for these different therapies is
used to report results and compare treatments. For EBRT,
a dynamic criterion (prostate-specific antigen [PSA]
nadir + 2 ng/mL), was developed by consensus of the
Phoenix group2 and later extended for brachytherapy,3,4

whereas for surgery, a fixed endpoint of PSA ≤0.2 ng/mL
is used by default.1

Recently, a discussion emerged on the value of a fixed
threshold-definition of cure similar to that used following
surgery for all brachytherapy modalities5-7 versus the
standard use of the Phoenix criterion. Crook et al,8

strongly supported by McNeill et al,9 proposed that a
fixed PSA level of <0.2 ng/mL at 4 years after LDR-BT
should be the benchmark for cure.

To determine the value of a Phoenix-derived dynamic
definition against a fixed surgical definition of cure, we
analyzed a large cohort of patients with LR and IR PCa
treated by LDR-BT monotherapy and compared both def-
initions of cure with regard to later biochemical, meta-
static, and cancer-specific lethal failure by standard test
evaluation calculations.
Methods and Materials
The protocol of this retrospective cohort analysis was
approved by the local academic ethical committee. All
procedures performed in studies involving human partici-
pants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the
institutional and/or national research committee and with
the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments
or comparable ethical standards. For this type of study,
formal consent was not required.

Men diagnosed between 2005 and 2018 with low- and
intermediate-risk PCa and deemed eligible for LDR-BT
monotherapy with curative intend were identified. Every
patient was seen independently by a urologist and by a
radio-oncologist and provided written informed consent
in both institutions. Patient data were recorded indepen-
dently at each institution, anonymized, and entered into a
shared database as described recently.10

Before therapy, all patients underwent routine staging
according to the European Association of Urology (EAU)
recommendations.11,12 Patients with a follow-up <24
months and initial PSA ≥20 ng/mL were excluded from
evaluation (Table 1).

For risk categorization, both the EAU1,12 and the
NCCN classification system13 was applied, with Grade
group 1 and PSA <10 ng/mL for LR PCa and grade group
1 or 2 and/or PSA 10 to 20 ng/mL for IR PCa.
125J brachytherapy was performed according to
guidelines3,4 using the real-time intraoperative planning
method14 with the planning program Variseed (version
8.0; Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). The pre-
scription dose was 160 Gy as recommended.3,4,15,16 Intra-
operative and 6 week−postoperative radiation doses were
documented for quality control as proposed by Stock and
Stone15 and are reported elsewhere.10,17 All involved insti-
tutions provided independent follow-up. Follow-up visits
were appointed every 3 months for 2 years, every 6
months for another 2 years, and yearly thereafter.

For this comparison, cure was assumed at 48 months
as described recently8 either by the surgical definition for
patients with a posttreatment PSA of ≤0.2 ng/mL12,18 or
by the Phoenix definition for patients without a
nadir + 2 ng/mL PSA.2,18 These 2 cohorts were analyzed
separately for “failure of cure.” Biochemical failure was
assessed specifically (surgical or Phoenix) within each
group. Metastatic disease was defined as bone, visceral, or
lymph-node metastases on imaging. PCa-specific death
was defined if the last PSA before death was >10 ng/mL
or if distant metastatic disease or systemic antineoplastic
therapy (other than androgen deprivation therapy) was
documented before death.

The Kaplan-Meier product-limit method and the log-
rank test were applied to estimate survival probabilities
and compare survival, respectively. Validation of both
cure definitions were calculated as sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value
(NPV), and accuracy.

Definitions were applied for this situation (given in
italics) as published recently17:

� Sensitivity (of cure definition): Probability that a test
result (cure) will be positive when the disease (metas-
tases) is not present.

� Specificity (of cure definition): Probability that a test
result (cure) will be negative when the disease (metas-
tases) is not present.

� PPV (of cure definition): Probability that no disease
(metastases) is present when the test (cure) is positive.

� NPV (of cure definition): Probability that disease
(metastases) is present when the test (cure) is nega-
tive.

� Accuracy (of cure definition): Overall probability that
a patient will be correctly classified (as cured).

Confidence intervals (CIs) for sensitivity, specificity,
accuracy, and the predictive values were “exact” Clopper-
Pearson, and the standard logit CI.19,20 All analyses were
performed descriptively, and P values are reported as
descriptive measure for the strength of the evidence.
Analyses were performed with SPSS version 2.6 (IBM
Corp).



Table 1 Patient characteristics, with 2 cohorts of cure definition analyzed separately

Variable Total Low risk Intermediate risk

Treated, n 735

iPSA ≥20 ng/mL 15

Follow-up ≤24 mo 134

No PSA 3.5-4.5 y 129

Phoenix recurrence <3.5 y 30

Cure@48mo (all), n (%) 427 268 (62.8) 159 (37.2)

GS GG

6 1 329 (87) 268 (100) 61 (38.4)

7a 2 98 (23) 0 98 (61.6)

iPSA (ng/mL)

Mean (range) 7.4 (0.5-19.8) 6.0 (0.5-9.9) 9.9 (3.2-19.8)

Median 6.70 6.0 9.46

<10, n (%) 350 (82) 268 (100) 82 (51.6)

10 to <20, n (%) 77 (18) 0 77 (48.4)

ADT, n (%)

No ADT 397 (93.0) 260 (97) 137 (86.2)

<6 mo 14 (3.3) 3 (1.1) 11 (6.9)

6-12 mo 16 (3.7) 5 (1.9) 11 (6.9)

Age (y)

Mean (range) 66.84 (47-82) 65.78 (47-81) 68.63 (48-82)

Median 67 66 70

Follow-up (y)

Mean (range) 6.7 (3.5-14.7) 7.3 (3.6-14.7) 6.3 (3.5-14.1)

Cure@48mo (Phoenix), n 427 268 159

Follow-up (y)

Median 6.6 7.3 6.3

Mean (range) 7.5 (3.5-14.7) 7.8 (3.6-14.7) 7 (3.5-14.1)

Cure after 48 mo, n (%)

Yes 396 (93) 255 (95.1) 141 (89)

No 31 (7) 13 (4.9) 18 (11)

Metastases, n (%)

Yes 9 (2) 4 (1.5) 5 (3)

No 418 (98) 264 (98.5) 154 (97)

Time to metastasis (mo), n 7.2 13 6.7

Dead of PCa, n 2 1 1

Dead other cause, n 21 8 13

Cure@48mo (surgical) 327 207 120

Follow-up (y)

Median 6.7 7.3 6.3

Mean (range) 7.5 (3.5-14.6) 7.8 (3.7-14.7) 7.1 (3.6-14.1)

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Variable Total Low risk Intermediate risk

Cure after 48 mo, n (%)

Yes 314 (96) 200 (96.6) 114 (95)

No 13 (4) 7 (3.4) 6 (5)

Metastases, n

Yes 1 0 1

No 326 207 119

Time to metastasis (mo) 24.8 - 24.8

Dead of PCa, n 0 0 0

Dead other cause, n 18 6 12

Abbreviations: ADT = androgen deprivation therapy; Cure@48mo (Phoenix) = no biochemical recurrence according to Phoenix definition at 48
months; Cure@48mo (surgical) = no biochemical recurrence according to surgical definition at 48 months; GG = World Health Organization grade
group; GS = Gleason score; GSS = Gleason sum score; iPSA = initial prostate-specific antigen; PCa = prostate cancer; PSA = prostate-specific antigen.
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Results
Of 735 patients, 134 were excluded for follow-up <24
months and 15 for PSA >20 ng/mL. For a reliable defini-
tion of cure at 48 months, a PSA had to be available
between 3.5 and 4.5 years of follow-up, which was not the
case in 129 patients. A Phoenix-defined biochemical
recurrence occurred in 30 patients before 3.5 years of fol-
low-up, leading to exclusion for this analysis.

Of the remaining 427 patients in the Phoenix-defined
cure cohort, 268 (62.8%) had LR and 159 (37.2%) had IR
PCa. Mean follow-up time was 7.5 years (range, 3.5-14.7).

One hundred patients never achieved a PSA ≤0.2 ng/mL
within 48 months, so these were excluded from the surgi-
cal-defined−cure cohort. Of the remaining 327 patients in
this cohort, 207 (63.3%) had LR and 120 (36.7%) had IR
PCa. Mean follow-up time was 7.5 years (range, 3.5-14.6).

Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1.
During follow-up, the cure status remained unchal-

lenged with regard to biochemical failure in 93% of patients
(LR, 95.1%; IR, 89%) in the Phoenix-defined−cure cohort,
and in 96% of patients (LR, 96.6%; IR, 96%) in the surgical-
defined−cure cohort. Metastases occurred in 2% of the
patients (n = 9; LR, 1.5; IR, 3%) in the Phoenix-defined
cohort and in 1 patient (IR, 0.3%) in the surgical-defined
cohort. Median time to metastasis was 7.2 and 24.8 months
after a Phoenix-defined biochemical failure and a surgically
defined failure, respectively. Cancer-specific death after cure
was seen in 2 patients after Phoenix-defined cure and none
after surgically defined cure (Table 1).

More patients experienced a biochemical recurrence (log-
rank, P = .062; not significant.) (Fig. 1), and more patients
developed metastasis in the Phoenix-defined−cure cohort
compared with the surgical cohort (log-rank, P = .033)
(Fig. 2). Biochemical recurrence−free survival at 5 and
10 years was 97.4% and 89%, respectively, for the Phoenix
definition, and 98.2% and 92.7%, respectively, for the
surgical definition. Metastasis-free survival at 5 and 10 years
was 99.5% and 96.3%, respectively, for the Phoenix defini-
tion, and 100% and 99.4%, respectively, for the surgical defi-
nition (Table 2).

Next, we comparatively validated both definitions of
cure with regard to “no metastatic failure” and “no can-
cer-specific death” using standard diagnostic test evalua-
tions (Table 3). Both definitions of cure proved highly
specific for the prediction of “no metastases” and “no can-
cer-specific death” (100% specificity for both predictions).
Sensitivity of both definitions of cure predicting “no
metastases” was 94.7% and 96.3% and for predicting “no
cancer-specific death” 93.2% and 96.0% for the Phoenix
and the surgical definition, respectively.

The PPV of both cure definitions reliably predicted cure
(with the meaning of “no metastases or “no cancer-specific
death”) (both, PPV 100%), whereas the negative prediction
of “no metastatic or no lethal failure” following a biochemi-
cal definition of cure was highly unreliable (NPV for “no
metastases” 29% vs 7.7% and NPV for “no cancer-specific
death” 6.4% vs 0% for Phoenix-defined cure vs surgical-
defined cure, respectively). In summary, in this cohort of
LR- and IR-PCa patients treated with LDR-BT, the overall
probabilities (accuracies) of a correct prediction of cure
with no metastases and no death of PCa were around 95%
in all calculations (Table 3).

A comparison of cure rates of our LDR-BT cohorts to
cure rates of published surgical interventions21-24 was
attempted using the surgical definition of cure (Table 4).
Evidently, the results of LDR-BT favorably matched surgi-
cal cure rates at 5 and 10 years.
Discussion
In cancer therapy, and especially in the treatment of
PCa, a definition of successful therapy resulting in cure is



Figure 1 Biochemical recurrence−free survival of patients defined as “cured” at 48 months after low-dose-rate brachy-
therapy by Phoenix (blue) and surgical (green) definition (log-rank, P = .062; n.s.). Abbreviations: n.s. = not significant.
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highly desirable because it may influence the pattern and
frequency of follow-up and might convey confidence to
the patient. Moreover, if a common definition of cure is
found, results may be comparable across different treat-
ment options. Previous reports have shown that, in con-
trast to other radiation modalities, LDR-BT may result in
very low PSA levels which predict a sustained disease-free
status.25,26 In a post hoc analysis of the ASCENDE-RT
Figure 2 Metastasis-free survival of patients defined as “cured”
nix (blue) and surgical (green) definition (log-rank, P = .033).
trial5,27 PSA ≤0.2 ng/mL was highly prognostic for recur-
rence-free survival in the subgroup of patients undergoing
EBRT with a brachytherapy boost. In high-risk patients, a
surgical PSA ≤0.2 ng/mL threshold for direct comparison
of biochemical outcomes after combined-modality radia-
tion therapy to surgery was recently suggested.17 Finally,
using a large heterogenous database of LR, IR, and high-
risk patients treated by brachytherapy-monotherapy or
at 48 months after low-dose-rate brachytherapy by Phoe-



Table 2 Biochemical recurrence−free survival rates and metastasis-free survival rates at 5 and 10 years in patients
defined as “cured” at 48 months according to cure definition

“Cure” by definition 5-y survival 10-y survival

Biochemical recurrence−free survival

Phoenix 97.4% 89%

Surgical 98.2% 92.7%

Metastasis-free survival

Phoenix 99.5% 96.3%

Surgical 100% 99.4%

“Cure” by definition No metastases Metastases Total

Phoenix cure 396 0 396

No Phoenix cure 22 9 31

Total 418 9 427

Surgical cure 314 0 314

No surgical cure 12 1 13

Total 326 1 327

No cancer-specific death Cancer-specific death

Phoenix cure 396 0 396

No Phoenix cure 29 2 31

Total 425 2 427

Surgical cure 314 0 314

No surgical cure 13 0 13

Total 327 0 327
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combined-modality radiation therapy, Crook et al8 pro-
posed that a fixed PSA level of <0.2 ng/mL at 4 years after
LDR-BT should be the new benchmark for cure instead of
the established Phoenix criterion.

To assess the value of a fixed surgical definition of cure
against the conventional Phoenix-derived dynamic defini-
tion,2 we analyzed a more homogenous group of patients
with LR and IR PCa treated with LDR-BT monotherapy
and compared both definitions of cure with regard to later
Table 3 Number of patients with “cure” at 48 months as defi
later experienced metastases or cancer-specific death, and corre

Validity of “cure” at 48 mo Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95%

For no metastases

By Phoenix definition 94.7% (92.1-96.7) 100% (66.4-100

By surgical definition 96.3% (93.6-98.1) 100% (2.5-100)

For no cancer-specific death

By Phoenix definition 93.2% (90.3-95.4) 100% (15.8-100

By surgical definition 96.0% (93.3-97.9) -

Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; NPV = negative predictive value; PPV
biochemical, metastatic, and cancer-specific lethal failure
by standard test evaluation calculations. Further subclassi-
fication into favorable IR and unfavorable IR categories,
as proposed recently,28 was not done here. Still, with
regard to different follow-up schedules after curative ther-
apy, this may turn out promising.

Cure by both definitions was validated as highly sensi-
tive, specific, and accurate. While the PPV of cure can be
considered safe (PPV, 100% for both definitions), the
ned by either Phoenix or surgical definition, patients who
sponding validity analysis for cure by both definitions

CI) PPV (95% CI) NPV (95% CI) Accuracy (95% CI)

) 100% 29.0% (92.3-96.7) 94.8% (92.3-96.7)

100% 7.7% (4.5-12.7) 96.3% (93.7-98.1)

) 100% 6.4% (4.6-8.9) 93.2% (90.4-95.4)

100% 0 -

= positive predictive value.



Table 4 Results of selected publications on long-term biochemical recurrence−free survival outcomes after radical pros-
tatectomy and comparison with results after low-dose-rate brachytherapy using Phoenix-defined and surgically defined
thresholds

LDR brachytherapy Radical prostatectomy surgical “cure”

Risk Group
Phoenix “cure”
(n = 427)

Surgical “cure”
(n = 327)

Lantz et al21

(n = 3232)
Zumsteg et al22*
(n = 4760)

Sauter et al23*

(n = 9228)
Meissner et al24*

(n = 5693)

Follow-up (y) 5 - 5 5 5

LR 98.8% 98.9% - 85% 95% 90%

IR 94.8% 96.9% - 65% 83% 85%

Follow-up (y) 10 8 10 - 10

LR 91.6% 94% 84.2% 80% - 80%

IR 84.4% 90.2% 71.6% 50% - 75%

Abbreviations: LR = low risk; IR = intermediate risk; Phoenix “cure” = biochemical recurrence−free survival by Phoenix definition, prostate-specific
antigen nadir + 2ng/mL; surgical “cure” = biochemical recurrence−free survival by surgical definition, prostate-specific antigen >0.2 ng/mL.
* Estimated from Kaplan-Meier plots.
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NPV was unreliable. Thus, a patient who is considered
cured at 4 years after brachytherapy, will reliably not
have metastasis or die of PCa. On the other hand, a
patient who is not considered cured at 4 years by any
definition might nonetheless not experience metastasis
or die of PCa.

Which definition of cure is to be preferred? In contrast
to the opinion of McNeill et al,9 there is no easy answer to
this. First, it has to be kept in mind that the Phoenix defi-
nition of failure is highly accepted among radio-oncolo-
gists, and the discussion on cure selectively applies to
patients treated by LDR-BT alone or in combination with
EBRT. Therefore, as stated by Crook et al,8 the established
nadir + 2 ng/mL definition of failure should still be fol-
lowed and should remain unchallenged. From this, it
would only be a small step to define cure by having no
Phoenix-defined failure at 48 months.

The most relevant benefit of a fixed surgical definition of
cure using the ≤0.2 ng/mL threshold at 4 years after brachy-
therapy is to compare cure rates over different treatment
modalities. Evidently, the results of LDR-BT in our analysis
favorably matched surgical cure rates at 5 and 10 years.
However, for this calculation, only patients with cure at 48
months after LDR-BT were assessed for a failure thereafter,
leading to an exclusion of all patients who had a Phoenix-
defined biochemical failure within these 4 years and of
patients who never achieved a surgical-defined cure within
48 months. In contrast, assessment of surgical cure rates
begins with the first PSA determination at 3 months after
radical prostatectomy, leading to a lead-time bias favoring
the results of radiation therapy. Thus, while we do not see a
clear advantage of a fixed surgical definition of cure, the
value of the concept still is appealing, as both definitions
reliably predicted cure at 48 months. We therefore suggest
that, regardless of the definition, patients cured after LDR-
BT might follow a less stringent follow-up schedule from
4 years onward, whereas patients not achieving this status at
4 years should be closely monitored for an extended time.
Conclusion
We provided evidence that both definitions are useful
for a reliable prediction of cure after LDR-BT.
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